Approval of: antifreeze / anti-corrosion agent
to MAN standard MAN 324 Typ SNF
Start of approval: 21.08.2019
End of approval: 31.12.2022
Validity: worldwide

Dear Sir/Madam,

We are pleased to inform you that the product with the designation

Mobil Coolant Advanced Ready Mix

has been approved under MAN approval number TUC 3052/98

This approval expires automatically
- if the formulation is changed
- if there are negative results from the field

Changes of any kind in the formulation must be reported to MAN Truck & Bus SE immediately in writing and may require a new approval process, for which the manufacturer must make an application.

Vorsitzender des Aufsichtsrates: Andreas Renschler
Vorstand: Joachim Drees (Vorsitzender), Dr. Carsten Intra
                 Michael Kobringer · Jan-Henrik Laffrentz · Göran Nyberg
                 Dr. Frederik Zöhm
Sitz der Gesellschaft: München
Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft, Dachau · BLZ 700 400 41 · Konto 1450600
IBAN: DE33 7004 0041 0145 0600 00 · BIC COBADEFFXXX
Stadtnbank Kasseler Straße · BLZ 701 500 00 · Konto 89104400
IBAN: DE36 7015 0000 0089 1044 00 · BIC SSKMDEMM

Registergericht: Amtsgericht München HRB 86 963 | USt-IdNr. DE811125281
The manufacturer or supplier must apply for an extension of the approval in writing. The application must contain confirmation that the formulation is unchanged. In the case of rebrands a written declaration of consent from the previous supplier must be submitted as well. If the extension is not applied for in good time within the approval period (at the latest two months prior to expiry of the approval), the supplier approval and all rebrands will be deleted from the publicly accessible service product database on the day of expiry of the approval. After expiry of the approval period the product approval can be continued only by way of a new approval procedure, for which a charge will be made.

Yours faithfully,
MAN Truck & Bus SE

i.V.  Mündel  i.V.  K. L. [Signature]